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Spontaneous  stereotypy  is a behavioural  manifestation  of  poor  welfare.
We  present  a  new  model  of  basal  ganglia  dysfunction  in  spontaneous  stereotypy.
Taking  a  cross-domain  approach  informs  us  about  the  potential  neurophysiological  basis  of  stereotypy.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Spontaneous  stereotypic  behaviour  (SB)  is  common  in many  captive  animal  species,  as  well  as  in humans
with some  severe  psychiatric  disorders,  and is often  cited  as  being  related  to  general  basal  ganglia  dysfunc-
tion. Despite  this  assertion,  there  is  little  in  the  literature  examining  SB speciﬁcally  in  terms  of  the  basal
ganglia  mechanics.  In this  review,  we  attempt  to  ﬁll this  gap  by offering  an  integrative,  cross-domain  per-
spective  of  SB by linking  what  we  currently  understand  about  the  SB  phenotype  with  the  ever-growing
literature  on  the  anatomy  and  functionality  of the basal  ganglia.  After  outlining  current  models  of  SB
from  different  theoretical  perspectives,  we  offer a broad  but  detailed  overview  of normally  functioning
basal  ganglia  mechanics,  and  attempt  to link  this  with  current  neurophysiological  evidence  related  to
spontaneous  SB.  Based  on  this  we present  an empirically  derived  theoretical  framework,  which  proposes
that  SB  is  the  result  of a  dysfunctional  action  selection  system  that  may  reﬂect  dysregulation  of  excita-on-reciprocal feedback
opamine
ross-domain
tory  (direct)  and  inhibitory  (indirect  and  hyperdirect)  pathways  as  well  as alterations  in  mechanisms  of
behavioural  switching.  This  approach  also  suggests  behaviours  that  speciﬁcally  become  stereotypic  may
reﬂect inbuilt  low  selection  threshold  behavioural  sequences  associated  with  early  development  and  the
species-speciﬁc  ethogram  or,  low  threshold  behavioural  sequences  that  are  the result  of stress-induced
dopamine  exposure  at the  time  of  performance.
© 2014  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.
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46. Introduction
Stereotyped or stereotypic behaviours (SB) have historically
een described as repetitive, topographically invariant response
equences that appear to lack any ultimate or proximal func-
ion [1]. SB can be either psychostimulant-induced [2–5,5–12],
nvironmentally-induced [13] [14–18] and are often associatedPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
ith human developmental disorders (e.g. autism [19]), neuro-
ogical disorders (obsessive compulsive disorder, OCD; Giles de
a Tourette’s syndrome; GTS; [20–22]) and severe psychiatric
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 07986205349.
E-mail addresses: sdm47@cam.ac.uk (S.D. McBride),
atthew.parker@qmul.ac.uk (M.O. Parker).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
166-4328/© 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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49
50disturbances (e.g. schizophrenia [23–25]). Non-human SBs include
locomotor (‘pacing’ or ‘route tracing’) and oral (‘sham chewing’, ‘bar
mouthing’ and ‘cribbing’) behaviour patterns (see [18]). Human SBs
include minor repetitive motor actions, such as tics, full body SB
such as ‘rocking’, or ritualised sequences of complex behaviours
[26–30]. Whether non-human or human, SBs share the charac-
teristics of being ritualised, habitual and often compulsive (in
the sense that their performance often overshadows all compet-
ing behaviours) [21]. The three categories of SB (psychostimulant,
spontaneous, human developmental/neuropsychiatric) although
qualitatively quite different, may  contain substantial morphologi-srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
cal and neurophysiological overlap. Our main focus in this review
is to present our thesis on environmentally-induced (spontaneous)
SB in particular. However, in the interests of offering a cross-
domain perspective, we  will integrate discussion of translationally
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elevant comparative data from pharmacologically induced and
europsychiatric models of SB.
Research to date identiﬁes spontaneous animal SB as a mul-
ifaceted construct that has a substantial genetic component, is
trongly predicted by assumed “chronic stress” associated with
nvironmental restriction of species-typical behaviour (e.g. the
ore at variance the housing environment of captive animals is
rom their naturally free-ranging environment, the more likely
hey are to show SB), and is the result of altered basal ganglia
hysiology (see [31,32] for recent reviews). This account, how-
ver, cannot provide a convincing explanation of how and why a
hift in neurophysiological function within the basal ganglia results
n the development and manifestation of repetitive sequences of
ehaviour. The purpose of this review, therefore, is to consider:
1) What are the key deﬁning causal and neurophysiological char-
acteristics of the spontaneous SB animal phenotype?
2) What do we currently know about normal basal ganglia
mechanics in producing behavioural control and what does the
psychostimulant-induced SB literature tell us about how alter-
ation of normal basal ganglia mechanics could lead to repeated
sequences of behaviour (SB)?
3) How does information from (Q2) inform us about the neuro-
physiological characteristics of the spontaneous SB phenotype?
In this review we will draw on studies and theories from ethol-
gy, neurology, psychology, pharmacology and neurobiology. The
ross-domain integration of translationally relevant facets of these
ften-conﬂicting theoretical perspectives will expedite the devel-
pment of biologically relevant causal models of spontaneous
B. For example, while psychology may  inform us about general
nimal well-being, and neurology about potential differences in
ehavioural function, a clear understanding of the ﬁne-motor con-
rol mechanisms that may  be involved with complex SBs may  come
rom pharmacologically-induced models. As such, by adopting a
ross-domain approach, we hope to offer a very detailed insight
nto many aspects of SB, but also further insight into normal and
isrupted basal ganglia functioning.
. What are the key deﬁning causal and neurophysiological
haracteristics of the spontaneous SB animal phenotype?
In the ﬁrst section of this review, we describe the putative
ausal factors and general environmental conditions that are pro-
osed to constitute risk factors for SB development. As part of
he cross-domain approach, we will discuss ethological models
f behavioural motivation and give an overview of some human
odels of SB to further deconstruct the role of risk factors in elic-
ting SB, but also to provide a mechanistic framework upon which
europhysiological evidence can be critically analysed.
.1. Stress as a mediator of SB: Beyond the ‘coping’ hypothesis
Spontaneous SBs rarely occur in feral or semi-feral popula-
ions of animals, suggesting that their development is an artefact
f the captive or domestic environment [33–35]. Restricted or
ub-optimal housing conditions, particularly involving marked
ncongruity from the species’ feral environment, represent a sig-
iﬁcant risk factor in the development of SB (e.g. [35–37]). Thus,
pontaneous SB in captive animals is associated with stress and
ften perceived as an indicator of existing or previous poor wel-Please cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
are, and has previously been described as a ‘coping mechanism’ in
his context [1,33].
In its most general form, stress refers to the physiological
esponse to a psychological or physical ‘stressor’ [38]. In other PRESS
rain Research xxx (2014) xxx–xxx
words, stress can be operationally deﬁned as any event or percep-
tion that leads to a physiological stress response. Although ‘stress’
is frequently referred to when describing the aetiology of sponta-
neous SB [1,39–42], there are limitations in using this term. First,
it is a complex and heterogeneous construct [43] and as a result
there is variation in how it is interpreted [44]. Second, stressors
differ both qualitatively (psychological or physical) and quanti-
tatively (e.g. chronic, acute, chronic intermittent) [45–47], and
different individuals respond (physiologically and behaviourally)
to the same stressors in quite disparate ways [47,48]. As a conse-
quence, not all stressors will cause SB, and some stressors will be
signiﬁcant risk factors for SB in some species, but not in others. For
example, although food restriction, social isolation and restricted
locomotion have all been linked to SB development, cold, immobili-
sation and inescapable electric shock have not (see [49] for review).
In addition, not all individuals that share the same environment
develop SB [50,51], whereby stress and propensity for SB develop-
ment is highly inﬂuenced by genotype [52–54]. Cabib et al. [55,56],
for example, reported a signiﬁcant genotype-dependent effect of
different stressors on SB development in mice that was mediated
through DAergic activity (to be discussed in Section 3).
Although stress may  be considered too ambiguous a term, spe-
ciﬁc stressors have been consistently linked to the development of
SB in several species. For example, restricted food intake reliably
causes stereotypic pecking in poultry [57–59], whilst for pigs, this
together with restriction of locomotion causes stereotypic head-
weaving, chain manipulation, bar-biting and sham chewing [50,60].
Prevention of locomotion causes stereotypic jumping by bank voles
[61], whilst in similar conditions mink perform stereotypic pacing
and rearing [48]. Also in mink, feed-restriction is reported to have a
similar effect [62]. Cows tongue-roll when food is restricted [63,64]
or when they are conﬁned [65], restricted feeding or social isolation
induces SB in sheep [66] and social isolation has the same effect in
dogs [67].
To summarise, while there is signiﬁcant overlap between the
effects of different stressors on the risk to develop SB, there is
certainly much variation at both a species and stressor level with
genotypic predisposition playing an important role.
2.2. An ethological framework for SB development
Ethological models of behavioural motivation have been used to
determine the relationship between internal and external stimuli
in eliciting and terminating behaviours [68]. Such models are there-
fore important in understanding the causal and functional aspects
of SBs since they are characterised by non-termination of behaviour
sequences. Here we  revisit some of these models in the context of
SB as a platform for critical analysis within the neurophysiological
domain.
Many of the motivation models originate from Lorenz’s psy-
chohydraulic model [69] (water pressure symbolising motivation
within a threshold-based system) and von Holst’s Sollwert–Istwert
model [70] (discrepancy between perceived states [current and
desired] determining and directing motivation). These models sug-
gest that for continual repetition of a behavioural sequence to exist,
the respective level of motivation must (a) always be above thresh-
old and (b) perpetually outcompete other prospective behavioural
sequences. Conversely, SBs rarely constitute 100% of the time bud-
get and thus, within this framework, motivational levels of SBs must
vary sufﬁciently for other competing behaviours to emerge.
One of the most pertinent models of motivation in respect to SB
is that that proposed by Hughes and Duncan [71]. This model wassrupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
aimed primarily at explaining the concept of animal ‘behavioural
needs’ but also to explain the motivational basis of SBs. The
model is based on the premise that goal-directed behaviours
have two distinct components, anticipatory/appetitive and
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243ig. 1. Hughes and Duncan model [71] of motivation illustrating the integration o
oal-directed behaviour.
erminal/consummatory (Fig. 1). Depending on the state of inter-
al ‘organism variables’ (e.g. blood glucose levels), motivation to
erform a goal-orientated consummatory behaviour (e.g. feeding)
an result. Consequently, appetitive behaviour takes place (e.g.
ocomotory action to access food), followed by the consummatory
ct. The appetitive behaviour has a short-term positive feedback on
otivation and is thus self-reinforcing. The act of consummation
as a number of effects; (1) functional consequence (e.g. elevated
lood glucose), which leads to negative feedback on organism
ariables with a subsequent effect on motivation, (2) direct feed-
ack on motivation, initially positive and then negative, and (3)
n effect on perception of the animals environment which again
nﬂuences the underlying motivation of the behaviour. Hughes
nd Duncan argued that SBs are appetitive in origin because the
estrictive nature of the animal’s environments prevents consum-
atory behaviours from being performed. Lack of consummation
nd subsequent functional consequence means that no negative
eedback on motivation takes place. Appetitive behaviours thus
ontinue because of the lack of negative feedback but also because
nternal/external cues of the behaviour persist. This results in the
nimal getting locked in a positive feedback loop and repetition of
he same behavioural sequence. Thus for example, post-prandial
Bs are the result of continued eating motivation arising from
estriction of food supply; the lack of negative feedback sustains
he motivation to eat resulting in the continued performance of
n appetitive behaviour [15,72]. Similarly, pre-prandial SBs, in
esponse to external (conditioned) stimuli that signal food arrival,
evelop and persist as a result of a conﬁned environment which
revents and, thus, sustains the motivation to perform locomotory
ction to gain food. This model suggests a linear positive correla-
ion between the level of motivation to perform the unobtainable
oal and the likelihood of remaining in the appetitive loop and
hus SB development.Please cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
SBs are, however, not always performed in the context of explicit
xternal and internal stimuli such as food arrival or feeding to pro-
uce (to induce pre- and post-prandial SB). These between-meal
r ‘facultative’ [72] SBs are more difﬁcult to explain in terms ofive and negative feedback loops into the appetitive and consummatory phases of
the Hughes and Duncan model because restriction of consumma-
tory behaviours and subsequent lack of negative feedback is less
apparent. It may  be, however, that these behaviours arise from the
continued motivation to perform non-feeding consummatory or
associated appetitive behaviours e.g. social or sexual behaviour.
However, these SBs often appear to be a response to a lack of envi-
ronmental stimuli, (for review see [1]). This led to the suggestion
that SB, in this context, may  have a functional capacity in allowing
the animal to ‘cope’ with its environment (for review see [1,18]).
In conclusion, certain ethological models of motivation suggest
that SB originate from:
(1) one behavioural sequence predominating within a threshold
selection system such that it repeatedly monopolises the action
selection process with high motivation maintained through
continued presentation of external/internal cues;
(2) a lack of inhibitory feedback mechanism (in relation to attaining
the consummatory goal) to prevent the replay of the behaviour
sequence.
In addition, the inability of the Hughes and Duncan model to
explain non-cued SB can be interpreted as SB itself being self-
reinforcing which would lead to it dominating the action selection
process (see Section 2.3 for further discussion of this).
2.3. Human repetitive disorders as a model for animal SB
Human SB are a diagnostic feature of a number of psychi-
atric, developmental and neurological disorders such as autism,
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and Gilles de la Tourettes
syndrome (GTS) [73,74]. SB in individuals with autism is consid-
ered as clinically ‘problematic’: (1) SB can be socially stigmatising
for the individual, and (2) because SB tends to occupy large per-srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
centages of the overall time budget, it can interfere with normal
learning [75]. This has spurned interest from clinical researchers
attempting to understand the causal basis of SB. In autism, SB
can be described as translationally relevant to those observed in
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aptive animals according to some authors. For example, the
ocial and environmental deprivation that act as risk factors for
pontaneous SB are conceptually similar to those observed in
utism (deﬁcits in social interaction) Bodﬁsh, Symons [73]. Early
esearch into SB in autism characterised the behaviour as an
perant, under the control either of positive or negative reinforce-
ent contingencies. Lovaas and colleagues [76] described SB in
erms of ‘self-stimulatory’ behaviours, shaped and maintained by
utomatic reinforcement (sensory feedback). The performance of
he behaviour may  be controlled by stimuli from any perceptual
omain under this hypothesis. Support comes from a variety of
ources; for example, in the case of autism, SBs are often very com-
lex behavioural rituals suggesting that some degree of shaping
ust have occurred (i.e. the behaviours are unlikely to be innate
nd spontaneous). This theory, however, has been severely criti-
ised on the grounds of it being effectively unfalsifyable, with a
ack of operational deﬁnitions of what constitutes perceptual rein-
orcement available. Some attempts have been made to further
haracterise SB in operational terms. These have typically char-
cterised the reinforcing stimuli as being exeroceptive, such as
ocial positive reinforcement (praise), social negative reinforce-
ent (task avoidance) or other tangible forms of positive (food) or
egative (avoidance of environmental stimuli) reinforcement (see
77] for review). The characterisation of spontaneous animal SB in
hese terms, however, is not helpful in determining the underly-
ng causes of the behaviour. In particular, it does not address why
a) only a (relatively) small proportion of animals engage in the
ehaviour? (b) The behaviour is more common in certain environ-
ents than others (e.g. impoverished environments) and c) why
hese behaviours take on idiosyncratic species-typical patterns (e.g.
rib biting in horses)?
Animal SB may  also be conceptualised in terms of the aetiol-
gy and underpinning neurology of human repetitive disorders. For
xample, identiﬁed risk factors for GTS in humans share many sim-
larities with those proposed for spontaneous animal SB; genetic
redisposition, acute or chronic (social) stress, extreme emotional
xcitement and exposure to stimulant drugs have all been cited as
isk factors for both GTS [22] and spontaneous SB [78]. Research has
hown a high co-morbidity and cross-over of neurophysiological
hanges between OCD and stress-related disorders such as post-
raumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [79]. Evidence also suggests that
sychosocial stress in particular predicts the severity of symptoms
n OCD and GTS [80,81]. Experiencing early stressful events (e.g.
oetal distress) represent a risk factor for GTS [81], and there is
n increase in the symptoms of GTS following thermal stress (con-
rolled exposure to heat) [82]. A comprehensive study on the effects
f different environmental events on symptoms of GTS showed
hat certain types of psychosocial stress (e.g. social anxiety) were
mportant risk factors, as were extreme fatigue or trauma. Other
sychosocial factors, however, (e.g. being socially isolated) were
ot found to be risk factors [83]. Children with GTS show higher
evels of noradrenaline and adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH)
receding a lumbar puncture [84]. Also, anti-anxiety drugs such as
uoxetine have been shown to have a beneﬁcial effect on some of
he compulsive symptoms of OCD as compared to placebo [85].
Given the overlap in aetiology and morphology of human and
nimal SB, research on the neurological basis of the former may  be
ell provide additional insight into the latter and will therefore be
iscussed in the following neurophysiological sections.
.4. Neurophysiological characteristics of SBPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
Table 1 displays the current evidence relating to the neuro-
hysiological correlates of SB. Observations of the capacity for
sychostimulants to induce SB steered the direction of neurophys-
ological research underpinning spontaneous SB towards DAergic PRESS
rain Research xxx (2014) xxx–xxx
systems within the basal ganglia nuclei. Pioneering work by Ran-
drup and Munkvad [86] induced SB through systemic amphetamine
administration in a range of species (including humans). This work
continued to be extensively and reliably replicated (for reviews
see [49,87]) identifying DA as the pertinent neurotransmitter
underpinning psychostimulant-induced SB. For example, microin-
jection of the dopamine D1 receptor (DRD1) agonist A68930 into
the striatum induced contralateral rotation SB to the side of the
injection [88] and bilateral striatal infusion of the DRD1 antago-
nist SCH23390 produced a dose-dependent reduction in levels of
spontaneous stereotypic jumping in mice without inhibiting non-
stereotypic motor behaviour [89]. Furthermore, lesioning DAergic
transmission of the dorsal striatum in rats, whilst keeping intact the
ventral striatum, prevented motor SB induction through DA ago-
nists, while lesioning DAergic transmission of the ventral striatum
resulted in decreased locomotor activity after the same psychos-
timulants were administration [90].
These and other similar observations led to the hypothesis
that systemic administration of DA antagonists would attenuate
spontaneous SBs. This hypothesis was supported in a range of
species, primarily using the dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2) antag-
onist haloperidol, including bank voles [91], chickens [92], pigs
[93] and cats [94], but was  not always successful (see [95]). Many
additional studies [96–98] reported a similar effect of adminis-
tering opioid antagonists, primarily due to the ability of these
compounds to modulate DAergic tone within the basal ganglia
system [99]. Other work has demonstrated a signiﬁcant reduc-
tion of spontaneous SB performance on intrastriatal administration
of glutamate (NMDA) [89] and systemic administration of adeno-
sine A1 and A2a receptor agonists in deer-mice [100]. Although
collectively these data suggest signiﬁcant overlap in the neurophys-
iological mechanisms underpinning both pharmacologically- and
environmentally-induced SB, other studies have suggested that this
may in fact not be the case. For example, SB performance in deer-
mice was not exacerbated through intrastriatal administration of
either DRD1, DRD2 or DRD1/DRD2 receptor-speciﬁc DA agonists.
This more detailed analysis suggests that the two  forms of SB may
not share the same neural substrates [95].
More recent work has assessed the neurophysiological differ-
ences within the basal ganglia between normal and SB phenotypes.
For example, SB mice have a signiﬁcant up-regulation of DRD1 and
DRD2 in the ventral striatum with concurrent down-regulation
of DRD2 autoreceptors in the ventral tegmentum area of the
mid-brain [56,101–103]. Similar observations have been made
in the horse, where stereotypic (crib-biting) animals had signif-
icantly higher DRD1 and DRD2 subtypes in the ventral striatum
and signiﬁcantly lower DRD1 in the dorsomedial striatum com-
pared to controls [104]. Presti and Lewis [105], reported high
dynorphin/enkephalin ratios in the dorsolateral striatum of high,
compared to low, spontaneous SB deer mice and Tanimura and
colleagues [100] observed signiﬁcantly reduced activation of the
subthalamic nucleus (STN) in high spontaneous SB deer mice that
was reinstated through systemic administration of adenosine ago-
nists.
Indirect behavioural measures of altered basal ganglia func-
tion have also started to emerge in relation to the SB phenotype.
Garner et al. [13] performed a battery of tests on stereotypic
caged songbirds involving standard extinction paradigms and
sequential responding in a gambling task. They reported that
SB levels were remarkably strong predictors for the latency to
extinguish conditioned responses (CRs) in the extinction pro-
cedures and ‘predictable’ response patterns (i.e. as opposed tosrupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
maximizing income) on the gambling task. These ﬁndings were
interpreted as evidence for a direct relationship between SB and
physiological shifts in the striatum and/or prefrontal-striatal reg-
ulation. The extinction ﬁndings have been extended to include
374
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Table  1
Neurophysiological proﬁle of spontaneous stereotypy; the effect of neurotransmitter agonist and antagonist on SB performance and the neurophysiological differences in
the  spontaneous SB phenotype. DMS—dorso-medial striatum, DLS—dorso-lateral striatum, NAc—nucleus accumbens, GPi/SNc—globus pallidus/substantia nigra reticulata,
GPe—globus pallidus externus, STN—subthalamic nucleus. ↑ increase, ↓ decrease, no effect.
Neurotransmitter DMS  direct DMS  indirect DLS direct DLS indirect NAc GPi/SNc GPe STN Systemic
DA agonist* [95] [95] D1: ↓[92]
D2: ↓[92]
DA antagonist ↓ [89] D1: ↓[92]
D2: ↓[91–94]
↑[95]
Opioid antagonist (mu
receptor)
↓ [92,94,96–98]
Glutamate antagonist ↓ [89]
Adenosine (A1, A2
receptors
↓ [100]
Reference DMS direct DMS  indirect DLS direct DLS indirect NAc GPi/SNc GPe STN SNc VTA
[102] ↑ ↑ ↑
[105] ↑ ↓
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* The effect of DA agonist on existing spontaneous stereotypy.
on-laboratory species including horses [106], bears [107], mink
108] and rhesus macaques [109] (although also see [110]).
ther behavioural correlates have also been seen, for example in
tereotypic horses. For example, crib-biting horses showed insen-
itivity to delay in an instrumental choice procedure [111] which
as considered a marker for dorso-medial striatum dysregula-
ion. SB horses were also shown to have a greater propensity
or stimulus–response (S–R) as opposed to response–outcome
R–O) learning. This difference in learning strategy was inter-
reted as accelerated dorso-lateral shift of cortico-striatal loops
otentially as a result of dysregulated dorso-medial striatum
112]. Finally, a direct correlation between SB performance and
he number of errors during reversal learning was  observed
n mice, interpreted as dysregulation of cortico-basal ganglia
ircuitry [113].
In relation to human repertive disorders, dopamine antago-
ists are often prescribed to patients with these conditions [22].
imilarly, dopamine transporter (DAT) knockdown mice are used
s a model of both GTS and OCD owing to their high levels of
B. In OCD, a potential neural circuit has been identiﬁed that
s similar to that which has been characterised in substance
buse: speciﬁcally, the anterior cingulate and orbito-frontal cor-
ices and their projections to thalamic nuclei and to the ventral
nd dorsal aspects of the striatum [20,21,114]. Finally, patients
ith GTS have different degrees of cortical thinning which neg-
tively correlates with tic severity in a variety of regions [115].
or example, simple tics were associated with thinning in the pri-
ary motor regions, but more complex tics were associated with
hinning across premotor, prefrontal and parietal cortex. Interest-
ngly, patients with comorbid OCD symptoms also show thinning
n the anterior cingulate cortex, a region linked to compulsive sub-
tance abuse and other forms of dysfunctional habit formation
116].
In summary (see Table 1), evidence suggests that the basal gan-
lia are key structures in the mediation of spontaneous SB. Indirect
ehavioural measures also suggest that the prefrontal cortex-basal
anglia complex may  be equally as important. Although there is
ubstantial evidence that dysregulated DAergic modulation of the
asal ganglia is the primary mechanism by which SB manifest, other
vidence suggests that the mechanism may  in fact be much more
omplex involving the inter-relationship of DA with glutamate andPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
denosine. The following section outlines the primary functional
echanics of the basal ganglia, as it currently stands, to allow
loser scrutiny of the neurophysiological proﬁle of spontaneous
B.↑
↓
3. How does normal basal ganglia function produce
behavioural control?
In the previous section, we  discussed current neurobiologi-
cal models of SB. These models are based on pharmacological
manipulations of SB and non-SB animals and indirect behavioural
observations. While these models are heuristically very useful,
they certainly do not provide a full account of SB. Consideration
of the functional role of the basal ganglia may  help to provide
the basis of a more complete understanding of the basis of SB,
and in this section, we will attempt to outline the primary and
currently accepted normal structure and function of this brain
region.
3.1. Neuroanatomical and physiological attributes of the basal
ganglia
3.1.1. Primary structures and the direct, indirect and hyperdirect
pathway
Fig. 1 illustrates the main structures of the basal ganglia. The
basal ganglia primarily comprises the striatum, the subthalamic
nucleus (STN), globus pallidus (GP; internal: GPi; external: GPe),
substantia nigra (SN; pars compacta: SNc; pars reticula: SNr) and
ventral tegmental area (VTA). The largest structure, the striatum,
forms the main neural gateway to the basal ganglia. It comprises
the caudate, located dorsomedially (DMS), the putamen, located
dorsolaterally (DLS), and the nucleus accumbens (NAc), located
within the ventral aspect. The NAc can be further separated func-
tionally and anatomically into the shell (NAcs) and core (NAcc)
region. For the majority of species, 95% of the striatum is made
up of medium-spiny (MSNs) projection neurons and 5% interneu-
rons (cholinergic and GABAergic) [117]. Striatal afferents project
primarily from the cortex, hippocampus, thalamus, amygdala, dor-
sal raphe nucleus, STN and from different mid-brain structures (SNc
and VTA) [118,119]. With regard to the cortex, there is a generalised
but graded arrangement of cognitive control and reward areas
(e.g. prefrontal cortex) sending projection neurons to the ventral
striatum (NAc and ventral caudate), association areas (e.g. parietal
cortex) innervating dorso-medial striatum and ﬁnally motor areas
(e.g. motor cortex) innervating dorsolateral striatum [118,120]
(Fig. 2).srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
Striatal MSNs have extensively arborised dendritic trees and
receive widespread cortical, medullary and limbic input. This
morphological arrangement of ‘many to one’ is one of the key char-
acteristics of MSNs and creates a system whereby only speciﬁc
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Fig. 2. Detailed illustration of the basal ganglia system including the direct, indirect and hyperdirect pathways (PFC—prefrontal cortex; MC—motor cortex; STN—subthalamic
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494ucleus; Gpe—globus pallidus externus; Pt—putamen; Cd—caudate; NAc—nucleus
Nr—substantia nigra pars reticulate; GPi—globus pallidus internus).
ombinations of dendritic activity, which originate from a wide
ange of cortical and sub-cortical structures, may  elicit an MSN
ction potential [121,122]. It is generally considered that cortical
nformation is transferred via the basal ganglia to the thalamus
nd back to the cortex through three different pathways; the direct
nd indirect pathway through the striatum and the hyperdirect
athway through the STN [123–125] (Fig. 2). The direct pathway
onsists of a direct inhibitory GABAergic projection from the stria-
um to the SNr/GPi which also projects GABAergic neurons onto
he thalamus. This double inhibitory system means that cortical
nput into the striatum has the potential to disinhibit the thala-
us  allowing a return of information back to the cortex [124]. The
ndirect pathway involves inhibitory GABAergic projection fromPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
he striatum to the GPe which then projects inhibitory GABAer-
ic neurons onto both the SNr/GPi and STN. The inhibitory neurons
nto SNr/GPi form a triple inhibition system such that cortical ini-
iation of the indirect pathway results in increased inhibition ofbens core; VTA—ventral tegmentum area; SNc—substantia nigra pars compacta;
the thalamic output and thus attenuated return of cortical infor-
mation. The STN has historically been included as part of the
indirect pathway but is now discussed as the hyperdirect pathway
[126]. Primary STN efferents are glutamatergic and thus excita-
tory, targeting both pallidal structures of the direct and indirect
pathway (SNr/Gpi and GPe, respectively) [127]. Theoretically there-
fore the STN has the opportunity to increase activation of the
both the direct and indirect pathway but highly is also modu-
lated by the GABAergic feedback loop from GPe back to STN [127].
This complex relationship of the STN in modulating and being
modulated by other basal ganglia structures results in a signa-
ture triphasic response of the SNr (the primary output structure
to the thalamus); ﬁrstly early excitation as a result of hyper-srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
direct pathway activation via the STN, secondly inhibition as a
result of the GABAergic direct pathway activation, and ﬁnally late
excitation as a result of the activation of the indirect pathway
[123,128,129].
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.1.2. A fourth pathway based on compartmentalisation of the
triatum: Striosomes and matrix
One other possible efferent pathway through the striatum
riginates from compartments within the striatum known as
triosomes and the surrounding matrix. These differ in their
patial distribution, afferent and efferent projections as well as
n their immunoreactivity [130–134]. Striosomes are distributed
n a patchy manner across the dorsal striatum, express -
pioid-receptors, contain leu-enkephalin and substance P and are
albindin poor [99,135,136]. Both compartments contain direct and
ndirect pathway MSNs, but MSNs within the striosomes also have
irect projections to the SNc which contain DAergic neurons that
roject back to the dorsal striatum (discussed in the next section).
triosomes largely receive their input from limbic cortical struc-
ures such as the orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal cortex [130].
hus a fourth basal ganglia pathway from the limbic cortical struc-
ures to the dorsal striatum via striatal striosomes and the SNc also
xists.
.1.3. DAergic modulation of basal ganglia via mid-brain
tructures (SNc and VTA)
DA is integral to striatal synaptic activity, with striatal excitatory
ost-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) largely modulated by mid-brain
A innervation [137,138]. The effect of DA differs, however, depen-
ent on the type of MSN. For MSNs that express DRD1, muscarinic
4 receptors, dynorphin (-opioid receptor) and substance P, DA
as an excitatory effect, stimulating the direct pathway [139]. For
SNs that contain DRD2 and adenosine A2a receptors, and express
nkephalin (delta opioid receptor), DA has an inhibitory effect,
timulating the indirect pathway [139]. DA neurons from the SNc
nd VTA directly target different striatal structures with the SNc
odulating MSNs within the dorsal striatum (caudate and puta-
en) where the VTA corresponds to the ventral striatum (nucleus
ccumbens) [140]. DA modulation is not limited to the striatum
ith the globus pallidus, SNr and STN experiencing direct modu-
ation from mid-brain structures via DAergic neurons (Perier et al.,
000 and Hassani and Feger, 1999). The functional importance of
his additional DAergic modulation is still not fully understood.
.1.4. Reciprocal and non-reciprocal loops from the striatum to
id-brain structures
A major feature of striatal mid-brain connectivity is the recip-
ocal feedback and non-reciprocal feed-forward mechanism. These
llow regions of the striatum to modulate their own  DA afferents
reciprocal feedback) but also to affect mid-brain DA modulation of
ther regions of the striatum (non-reciprocal feed-forward) [141].
his arrangement is such that DA innervation of the NAcs, as well
s resulting in feedback to this same region, also has a feed-forward
ffect on the NAcc. What is critical here is that feedback is direct,
ausing inhibition, but feed-forward is indirect acting through a
ABA inter-neuron and thus has an excitatory effect. In a simi-
ar fashion, NAcc feed-forward stimulates the DMS, and the DMS
ikewise the DLS [141].
.1.5. Interneurons of the striatum (GABAergic and cholinergic)
The striatum also contains four classes of interneurons, cholin-
rgic, GABA fast spiking (FS) and two types of GABA low-threshold
piking (LTS) interneurons, all of which have a complex modu-
atory function on striatal ouput [139]. Cholinergic interneurons,
or example, either activate or deactivate the inhibitory effects of
ABA interneurons (as a result of exposure to MSN secretions of
ubstance P and enkephalin) thus affecting overall striatal outputPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
142]. Cholinergic interneurons also have a typical ‘burst-pause’
ring pattern whereby the burst element (induced by thalamic
ctivation) results in presynaptic cortical inhibition via M2  mus-
arinic receptors on both direct and indirect pathway MSNs [143]. PRESS
rain Research xxx (2014) xxx–xxx 7
During the pause phase of cholinergic interneuron activation, there
is also M1  muscarinic receptor-mediated postsynaptic facilitation
of dendritic responsiveness in indirect pathway MSNs [143].
3.2. Functionality of the basal ganglia from an action selection
and SB perspective
The primary functionality of the basal ganglia is to allow ani-
mals to learn about outcomes associated with objects, events and
situations (associative learning) within a variable environment and
to select the most appropriate motor response (action selection) to
promote survival [144,145]. They also collectively provide a mech-
anism for reduced computational load when outcomes of actions
no longer need to be assessed through habit formation [146] as
well as determining the motivation of goal-directed action [147].
The basal ganglia system is also involved in ﬁne and gross motor
control [148]. In the following sections, we  will critically assess the
mechanics of action selection within the basal ganglia in the context
of the ﬁrst two  possible mechanisms of SB development.
3.2.1. Learning and gating behavioural sequences-the basis of
action selection
Action selection is heavily biased by the learnt association
between previous actions and appetitive or aversive events.
Through this process of associative learning, objects, environments
and events (cues) become predictive of other (biologically relevant)
stimuli (positive or negative) and linked to speciﬁc behavioural
sequences that will result in their presentation or removal (instru-
mental conditioning) [149]. Once learnt, subsequent presentation
of these cues grabs attention and elicits motivation towards appe-
titive/evasive behaviours to re-attain the same goal. Often different
cues of different predictive value occur concurrently, requiring the
animal to execute the most appropriate action (action selection).
The outcome of this decision in the normal functioning animal is
directly affected by the motivation associated with each action,
which, in turn, is determined by the perceived outcome resulting
from its performance (or non-performance). In the following sec-
tion we will discuss the possible mechanics of this system from
a functional perspective in the light of the previous discussion on
basal ganglia circuitry.
3.2.1.1. Learning: DA and long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term
depression (LTD). Using in vitro techniques, one of the most fun-
damental attributes of the basal ganglia appears to be synaptic
strengthening (long-term potentiation [LTP]) and synaptic weak-
ening (long-term depression [LTD]) (e.g. [150] mediated through
the release of DA. This affords the basal ganglia, given its central
position within the CNS, the powerful ability either to strengthen
or to weaken connections between different brain regions. In the
context of learning, excitatory cortical neurons containing both
sensory information about the environment and cortical motor
efferent copy-information (the continual log of what actions the
animal has been performing) terminate at striatal MSNs [151–153].
If the action leads, for example, to presentation of an appeti-
tively valenced stimulus, then learning the association between the
action and the environmental context requires that a link is made
between these two  pieces of afferent information into the stria-
tum. This process is potentially achieved through LTP as a result
of DRD1 activation on the spine-shafts of MSN  dendrites via the
release of DA from the mid-brain (VTA, SNc) neurons [154,155].
Conversely, if the sensory information no longer predicts the arrival
of salient stimuli, then the reverse process of LTD diminishes thesrupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
link with the associated output [155,156]. What is not currently
understood, however, is how linking afferent sensory and motor
information at the point of the striatum during learning acquisi-
tion subsequently progresses to afferent sensory information being
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sed to elicit appropriate motor action. One possibility is that con-
urrent activation of phasic DA at the time of cortical sensory input
o the striatum allows the latter to traverse the basal ganglia in
rder to elicit a previously linked (learnt) motor action.
.2.1.2. Gating an action selection. As outlined in Section 2, one of
he main hodological divisions of the basal ganglia is the direct,
ndirect and hyperdirect pathways. This arrangement appears to
e critically important for allowing information to pass through the
asal ganglia (gating) and the basis for the action selection process
157–159]. The model by Gurney et al. [157] relies on the concept of
ctions acting as competing channels (originating from cortical glu-
amatergic projections to the striatum) whereby the direct pathway
through the double inhibitory GABA activity) augments the incom-
ng channel with the highest activity, and the indirect pathway (via
ctivation of the STN) augments and reduces the output of the most
nd least active competing channels, respectively [157]. Within this
odel, the tonic DA value acts as both as an excitatory (DRD1, direct
athway) and inhibitory (DRD2, indirect pathway) modulator of
hannel activity and that inhibition of the indirect pathway, via
RD2 activation, has an overall excitatory effect of basal ganglia
utput for that channel [157]. Thus, for a cortical signal to be gated
hrough the basal ganglia, both the direct and indirect pathway
re activated and inhibited, respectively, through DA release. This
ncapsulates the idea of the indirect pathway acting as a ‘breaking’
r ‘control’ mechanism over the direct pathway that needs to be
eleased concurrently in order for the direct pathway to fulﬁl its
ating function. This model of action selection is supported by DA
gonist data that has demonstrated that co-binding to MSNs of both
he direct and indirect pathways is a pre-requisite for behavioural
utput [95,160,161], and more recent optogenetic work that has
hown sustained D1 (direct) and inhibited D2 (indirect) MSN activ-
ty during learnt behavioural sequences [162]. However, the action
election process may  also be more complex than this. Recent elec-
rophysiological evidence has suggested that the indirect pathway
s also active in some MSNs during action selection as a way of
uppressing other non-selected behavioural sequences [163]. Thus,
nactivation of the indirect pathway may  be functionally respon-
ible for facilitating an action selected by the direct pathway but
onversely, concurrent activation may  also be required in order to
nhibit other actions competing with that selected by the direct
athway.
The hyperdirect pathway has been computationally modelled
s a global break on basal ganglia output [158]. Here, the excita-
ory STN to SNr/GPi pathway predominates over the STN to GPe
athway, such that STN activation increases the inhibitory control
f the SNr/GPi over the thalamus (and thus basal ganglia output)
Fig. 2). This has been interpreted functionally as a ‘stall’ or stop
f behavioural output during high level conﬂict during the action
election process [164]. This model is supported by experiments
hat have directly correlated activity in the inferior frontal gyrus,
he pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and the STN dur-
ng reactive stopping paradigms [159,165,166]. Other experiments
n rodents have demonstrated an increased number of premature
esponses in the 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) [167]
nd commission (sustained attentional) errors in a modiﬁed ver-
ion of the stop signal task after an excitotoxic STN lesion [168,169].
inally, deep implant electrodes have recently revealed signiﬁcant
orrelations between cortical-STN coherence in different frequency
ands associated with inhibition preparation, inhibition and motor
nitiation in human patients [170].Please cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
.2.1.3. Action selection as the basis for behavioural switching. With
ction selection comes the ability to switch behaviours. Recent
ork has suggested that thalamic innervation of cholinergic
nterneurons (as described in Section 3.1.4) may  be the means PRESS
rain Research xxx (2014) xxx–xxx
for this fast switching of behaviours to occur through a ‘burst’
mediated blocking of both MSN  DRD1 and DRD2s followed by
the facilitation of MSN  DRD2s [143]. Switching is generally dis-
cussed in terms of incoming highly salient (i.e. attention-grabbing)
stimuli that require an immediate override of ongoing behaviour;
however, it may  also be intrinsic to a more general process of ter-
minating behavioural sequences once goals have been achieved.
This raises the more general question of whether behavioural
sequences, as discrete sets of goal-directed behaviour, require a
stop signal or whether they are simply surpassed by other higher
priority behaviours. Some recent work suggests that ﬁring of mid-
brain DAergic projections to the dorsal striatum also temporally
correlate with the termination of behavioural sequences and thus
may  constitute such a ‘stop’ signal [171]. Further research needs
to be carried out to elucidate the functional importance of these
ﬁndings. Understanding this mechanism may  be extremely rele-
vant to the discussion of SB, especially if they are interpreted as
behavioural sequences without stop signals.
3.2.1.4. The NAc mediates motivation and behavioural vigour.
As well as nigrostriatal activation, unconditioned stimuli and
conditioned stimuli cause similar phasic activation of the mesoac-
cumbens (VTA–NAc) DA pathway [172]. The functional role of this
phasic DA exposure of NAc MSNs is considered to be a ‘teach-
ing’ signal, but in a different context, to the DMS. Mesoaccumbens
activation has been strongly linked to Pavlovian learning, the asso-
ciation of an event or situation with the arrival of a salient or
aversive stimulus irrespective of instrumental action [149]. Yin
et al. [149] postulated that phasic DA activation of MSNs in the
NAc (either NAcc, NAcs or both) in response to the conditioned
stimulus a predictor of the valence of the unconditioned stimu-
lus ather than the previously discussed reward or aversiveness
associated with any particular action [173]. This is a subtle but
important distinction suggesting that, unlike the nigrostriatal-DMS
function of instrumental learning and action selection, the mesoac-
cumbens pathway may  be acting as an ampliﬁer of actions that
have already been selected. This could be described as drive or
motivation, instilling and determining the vigour by the which
the behaviour is performed [149]. Anatomically, the previously
described non-reciprocal feed-forward connections via the mid-
brain potentially allow this modulation of dorsal striatal structures
by its ventral counterpart [141]. This arrangement is the consid-
ered mechanism whereby motivational properties are conferred
to conditioned stimuli [149]. In addition, research into the highly
innate four sequences of grooming in mice gives strong support to
the ventral striatum initiating behavioural sequences, in contrast
to the dorsal striatum that maintains the sequence or ‘syntax’ of
how the behaviour is performed [174].
3.2.1.5. Habit formation and non-reciprocal loops. The same non-
reciprocal feed-forward loops described in the last section, are also
considered to be intrinsic to the underlying mechanism behind
habit formation [175]. Habit formation normally occurs as a result
of an overtraining process and is characterised as a shift from
response–outcome (R–O) to stimulus–response (S–R) learning.
During R–O learning, devaluation of the outcome or degradation
of the contingency between the response and outcome, will both
serve to reduce the level of responding. During the S–R phase,
however, responding becomes less affected by either of these
manipulations (see [176] for review). Habit formation is char-
acterised by a dorso-lateral shift in cortico-striatal loops where
cortical inputs, originally synapsing within DMS  MSNs, shift dorso-srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
laterally to MSNs of the DLS [146]. Apart from the implication that
non-reciprocal feedforward connections via mid-brain structures
are involved in habit formation, the actual process of how this is
carried out has yet to be deﬁned. DRD2 MSNs appear to be critical
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o the process [177] potentially by inhibiting their DRD1 counter-
arts. Similarly, adenosine as a facilitator of LTP within the indirect
athway, is also considered to be important to the habit formation
rocess [178].
Having now outlined basic normal functionality of the basal gan-
lia, the following section will critically assess what would need to
e set in place to shift the normal mechanics towards continual
erformance of repeated sequences of behaviour (i.e. SB). In the
nterests of cross-domain integration, we will consider whether
uch a shift is reﬂected in neurophysiological evidence underpin-
ing pharmacologically-induced SB.
.3. Altered normal basal ganglia function to produce repetitive
ehavioural sequences
Given the discussion on the normal working basal ganglia
ystem, how could alterations of this system bring about the man-
festation of rigid invariant highly repeated behaviour sequences?
t the conceptual level, based on ethological models discussed in
ection 2.2, three possible mechanisms of SB development were
roposed:
1) a behavioural sequence predominating within a threshold
selection system such that it repeatedly monopolises the action
selection process with high motivation maintained through
continued presentation of external/internal cues;
2) a lack of inhibitory feed-back mechanism to prevent the
re-queuing of the behaviour sequence. The Hughes and Dun-
can model [71] identiﬁed the lack of inhibitory feedback
from non-attainment of the consummatory goal, however, a
more fundamental lack of inhibitory feedback at the point of
behaviour sequence completion could potentially produce a
similar effect;
3) SB performance is self-reinforcing which would lead to it dom-
inating the action selection process.
For the purposes of this review, only the ﬁrst two  putative
echanisms underpinning SB development will be discussed. As
iscussed in Section 2.3, there is scant evidence for the self-
einforcement hypothesis, and its inherent unfalsifyability renders
t currently unhelpful within models of SB.
In relation to putative mechanism 1, a competing thresh-
ld system based on a winner-takes-all strategy chimes strongly
ith the considered action selection mechanics of the basal gan-
lia previously discussed [157], although it is considered that
urrent (performing) behavioural sequences always out-compete
ther putative actions until completion or until termination by
n ‘emergency’ stop signal [164,179]. From the discussion so far,
t was considered that normal phasic DA gates putative motor
equences by facilitating and blocking the passage of cortical infor-
ation through the direct (via DRD1-type MSNs) and indirect (via
RD2-type MSNs) pathways of the dorsal striatum, respectively. In
ddition, DA activation of the NAc also appears to strengthen over-
ll striatal output in the context of drive and vigour of the selected
ction. Thus, general up-regulation of the DA system, should, there-
ore, lead to highly gated, highly motivated behaviours. However,
his would potentially apply to all behaviours and would not nec-
ssarily explain the predominance of one or two  speciﬁc motor
equences. A possible explanation for this is that gating strength is
etermined not by the general level of tonic or phasic DA but rather
he level of DA exposure at the time of behavioural sequence perfor-
ance, i.e. high DA exposure during a speciﬁc motor efferent copyPlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
esults in a highly gated, highly motivated behaviour that predom-
nates over other competing motor sequences. In the context of
sychostimulant-induced SB, DA agonist administration is not in
he context of any performed motor sequence but it does result PRESS
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in the repeated performance of highly innate pre-programmed
motor sequences such as grooming in rodents [180] or others asso-
ciated with normal repetitive movement performed during early
development [181]. Although DA is critical for maintaining the syn-
tax of behavioural sequences, as observed in the four sequential
steps of innate grooming in mice [174], and upregulated DAergic
transmission into the striatum results in highly repeated perfor-
mance of that sequence [182], it still does not explain why  DA
agonist administration results in particular behavioural sequences
predominating. Innate behaviours such as grooming and repeti-
tive movement during early development may  have an intrinsic
lower levels of selection threshold, and it may  be this that goes
part way towards explaining why they manifest as SB. However,
many animal SBs do not fall into this category such as crib-biting
in horses, elephants weaving, ﬁgure of 8 pacing in large cats and
tail chasing in dogs. These behavioural sequences appear to orig-
inate and evolve from redirected behaviour performed within
restrictive environments where consummatory goals cannot be
attained [183]. If, given the discussion so far, low selection thresh-
old is the basis for predominating behavioural sequences, how is
this characteristic conferred to these non-innate behavioural pat-
terns? The answer to this may  lie within the neurophysiological
environment in which these behaviours are initially performed,
which is associated with the physiological consequences of stress.
Stress has numerous neurophysiological correlates [184–189] but
potentially the most relevant is the high and sustained activa-
tion of the mescoaccumebns pathway (VTA to ventral striatum)
[188,190–193]. Dopamine exposure during repeated behaviour
sequence performance associated with non-attainment of goals
could theoretically enhance gating at the level of the striatum and
thus lower the selection threshold for the behavioural sequence in
question.
In relation to putative mechanism 2, the re-queuing aspect of
the behavioural sequences could reﬂect the lack of the lack of
inhibitory feedback from non-attainment of the consummatory
goal or a more fundamental lack of inhibitory feedback at the point
of behaviour sequence completion. In addition, the highly invari-
able and behaviourally restrictive nature of the environment in
which spontaneous SB is often observed means that internal and
external cues are more likely to persist thus perpetually eliciting
or re-queuing the same highly invigorated behavioural sequence
with negative feedback in place. This raises a critical question
about behavioural control generally and the mechanisms that are
normally in place to inhibit repeated performance of behavioural
sequences. Two  possible mechanisms were previously described
that could be acting in this functional capacity. Firstly, the STN
appears to have executive control in inhibiting basal ganglia and
motor output. Indeed, systemic administration of cocaine (DAT
blocker) inhibits hyperdirect STN activation of the SNr interpreted
as a disengagement of the ‘global brake’ system discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 [194]. Although this brake is predominantly discussed in
the context of conﬂict during action selection, it may  also act as a
mediator of negative feedback on behaviours recently performed.
The second mechanism by which repetition of behavioural
sequences could be terminated, is through behavioural switch-
ing, highlighting the previous question of whether behavioural
sequences actually require a stop signal or whether they are sim-
ply superseded by other higher activation behaviours. Thalamic
projections to cholinergic striatal interneurons appear to mediate
this switching process and, interestingly, using in vitro and in vivo
techniques, systemic administration of DA agonists signiﬁcantly
attenuates striatal levels of acetylcholine, potentially disengagingsrupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
the switching mechanism and allowing particular motor sequences
to predominate in a repetitive fashion [195].
In summary, and in the light of altered basal ganglia mechan-
ics, SB could be the result of (a) highly gated motor sequences
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hat already have innate properties of low selection threshold
nd predominate over other competing actions through over-
ctivation of DAergic systems, (b) highly gated motor sequence
s a result of concomitant stress-induced DA release, and/or (c)
ysfunction of the inhibitory mechanism at the termination of the
ehavioural sequence through cortical activation of the STN or,
n terms of allowing behavioural sequences to out-compete each
ther through a process of switching mediated through thalamic
nnervation of cholinergic interneurons.
. Comparing the neurophysiological proﬁle of
pontaneous SB
In the previous section, we described a potential model of SB in
hich the repetitive unvarying behaviours characteristic of SB are
he result either of highly-gated motor sequences predominating
he behavioural repertoire, or of disinhibition of the termination of
ehavioural sequences. In the light of the discussion so far, what
o the neurobiological correlates of spontaneous SB animals sug-
est about altered working mechanics of the basal ganglia and how
oes this information sit with the envisaged pre-requisites for SB
evelopment? In this section, we link the functional characteristics
f the basal ganglia to the neurophysiological proﬁle of SB animals.
Presti and Lewis [105] reported high dynorphin/enkephalin
atios in the DLS of high, compared to low, spontaneous SB deer
ice. They interpreted this as an imbalance between the direct
nd indirect pathways and thus enhanced efferent neural trans-
ission from the striatum to cortex. Spontaneous SB performance
as also attenuated by striatal infusion of NDMA or DRD1 antago-
ists, again considered to alter the balance of direct and indirect
asal ganglia activity and its ability to suppress overall striato-
ortical output [89]. Furthermore, Tanimura et al. [100] observed
igniﬁcantly reduced activation of the STN in high SB mice of the
ame strain that was attenuated by the systemic administration
f adenosine agonists. This suggested imbalance of the direct and
ndirect pathway but more speciﬁcally a down-regulation of the
ndirect pathway such that its normal inhibitory functionality is
ot operational.
Although this work describes SB development as the simple
ver expression of behavioural sequences due to a lack of inhi-
ition from the indirect dorsal striatal pathway, it is potentially
ot supported by recent evidence from pharmacologically-induced
B. For example, electrophysiological measurements from the SNr
uring cortical stimulation by Aliane et al. [194] suggested that
harmacologically-induced SB is not caused by a direct/indirect
athway imbalance but rather is due to an imbalance between
he medial prefrontal and sensorimotor circuits of the basal gan-
lia. This work is not completely clear, however, as the study
elied on inhibition duration as an inferred measure of direct path-
ay activity. Measuring thalamic output back to cortical regions
ould have provided a more conﬁdent measure of direct path-
ay activity in this respect. In addition, the difference in these
wo sets of studies may  reﬂect critical differences in the underly-
ng neurophysiology between the two types of SB (psychostimulant
ersus environmentally-induced). This is supported by other data
ithin the same studies that demonstrated (a) DRD2 antagonists
ttenuate or exacerbate psychostimulant and environmentally-
nduced SB, respectively [95,196], and (b) that both DRD1, DRD2
nd DRD1/DRD2 combined agonists do not exacerbate spontaneous
B.
As we discussed in Section 2.4, some causal models havePlease cite this article in press as: McBride SD, Parker MO.  The di
cross-domain perspective of spontaneous stereotypy. Behav Brain Res
uggested that the ventral rather than the dorsal striatum
ould be critical to SB development. Spontaneous SB that is
enotype–dependent has been associated with stress-induced
lterations in LTP in the mesoaccumbens DA pathway (VTA–NAc), PRESS
rain Research xxx (2014) xxx–xxx
as indicated by up-regulation of DRD1 and DRD2 in the NAc
and concurrent down-regulation of D2 autoreceptors in the VTA
[56,101–103]. Similar observations have been made in the horse,
where stereotypic (crib-biting) animals had signiﬁcantly higher
DRD1 and DRD2 in the NAc and signiﬁcantly lower DRD1 in the
DMS, as compared to non-stereotypic horses [104]. Thus, evidence
tends to suggest that there is also a ventral striatal component of SB
development and maintenance. Indeed, when assessing the human
repetitive disorder literature, OCD has been strongly linked to over-
activation of the anterior cingulate and orbito-frontal cortices and
their projections to the ventral striatum [20,21,114]. Furthermore,
psychostimulant-induced predominance of striosomes over matrix
has been closely correlated with the degree of SB performance
(see [130] for review). Functionally this has been interpreted as
possible accentuation of the ventral striatum and thus enhanced
activation of motivation pathways through the basal ganglia [197].
Given the previous discussion on the general functionality of this
region and how it can potentially affect more dorsal striatal struc-
tures through non-reciprocal circuitry, these data seem to suggest
increased invigoration of selected actions within the SB pheno-
type. Although this ﬁts with the previously discussed Hughes and
Duncan[71] notion that the hyper-motivated phenotype is more
likely to remain within appetitve positive feedback loop, one would
anticipate a more generalised effect not limited to the SB sequences.
Overall therefore, the evidence suggests that SB is associated
with a neurophysiological state within the basal ganglia that cre-
ates high gating and high invigoration of selected actions. In
addition, it seems that concurrently, the inhibitory mechanism may
be lacking in order to allow other behavioural sequence to com-
pete. The speciﬁcity of this effect on one behavioural sequence
may  be caused by: (a) an extreme peak in DA at the time of that
behaviour sequence performance (the putative SB) resulting in a
permanent high-gating of this behaviour followed by its perpetual
over-expression, or (b) by exacerbation of already highly prioritised
innate behavioural sequences (e.g. grooming).
5. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that over-activation of the direct,
and under-activation of the indirect, pathways of the dorsal
striatum may  lead to facilitated gating of speciﬁc behavioural
sequences. It is still not completely clear whether the indirect path-
way is functionally responsible for inhibiting an action selected by
the direct pathway (i.e. acting as a break) or inhibiting other actions
competing with the selected action, or both. This is important
since under-activation of the indirect pathway would theoreti-
cally enhance the competing power of other behaviour sequences
thus preventing one behaviour sequence (SB) from predominat-
ing. Further iterative research using BG computational models and
electrophysiological studies will hopefully elucidate the exact roles
of the direct, indirect and hyperdirect pathways during the action
selection process. We have also suggested that over-activation of
ventral striatal systems may  potential amplify the selection of spe-
ciﬁc behavioural sequences. In addition, we have provided evidence
that under-activation of the STN implicated in spontaneous SB
development could relate to a lack of inhibition of behavioural
sequences once performed preventing the normal inhibition of
re-performance. We  extended this to suggest that DAergic inhibi-
tion of cholinergic interneurons may  interfere with the behavioural
switching process.
Two major questions were also prompted from the discussion:srupted basal ganglia and behavioural control: An integrative
 (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2014.05.057
(1) How are incumbent behavioural sequences superseded? and,
(2) If certain behavioural sequences are always highly gated and
highly ampliﬁed and without inhibitory control, will they contin-
ually and repeatedly win  the action selection process? High gating
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nd ampliﬁcation of behavioural sequences does not, however,
xplain why only certain sequences become SB. This may  reﬂect
nbuilt low threshold behavioural sequences associated with devel-
pment and ethogram of the species or stress-induced DA exposure
t the time of behavioural sequences performance where those
ehaviours have appetitive origins in the context of unobtainable
oals.
In Section 3.2, we proposed three mechanisms by which
B could manifest. The third mechanism on the list, that the
ehavioural sequence results in activation of reward pathways such
hat the behaviour predominates the action selection process, was
eyond the scope of this review. This does not mean that we  dis-
ount this as a potentially important mechanism but evidence for
t is presently less clear. For example, we have seen that SB animals
how a propensity for higher S–R (i.e. rather than R–O) learning
trategies [88], which would not ﬁt with this model.
Finally, we have presented evidence that links the development
f spontaneous SB with dysregulation of the basal ganglia. The
auses of this dysregulation appear to be a complex interaction
f innate predisposition and environmental insult, in particular
nvolving signiﬁcant acute or chronic stress. The main goal of
esearchers in the ﬁeld of SB is not only to help characterise the
actors that lead certain individual animals and species to be pre-
isposed to developing SB, but also to teach us more about learning
n general, and normative behavioural control. The model we have
resented here is the ﬁrst to provide this synthesis in the con-
ext of integrative, cross-domain analysis of SB. Nonetheless, the
unctional mechanics of the basal ganglia system is an area of ongo-
ng research and the normal working system presented here will
ndoubtedly be subjected to revisions at this work develops. This
ay  substantially change the framework upon which the under-
ying mechanisms of SB development is being critically assessed.
he review presented here provides a strong starting point for con-
inued iterative and cross-domain analysis in order to elucidate
ormal and abnormal behavioural control.
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